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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let 52 c R” be a bounded domain with smooth boundary and let I be a 
parameter. We consider the eigenvalue problem 
ECU] + J&x, u) = 0 in 52 
u=o on i3C2 
where 
E[u]= f -c 
i,j= 1 axi ( 
%j(x, u, Vu) g 
t > 
(1.1) 
(1.2) 
is an elliptic operator in 8. For solutions of (1.1) which are positive in 52, it 
is of interest to estimate the size of the norm of the eigenfunction in terms 
of the corresponding eigenvalue. Payne and Stakgold [7] established such 
inequalities when E is the Laplacian and the nonlinear function f depends 
on u alone. In Section 2 we establish upper and lower bounds for eigen- 
values corresponding to nonnegative solutions of (1.1) as well as 
inequalities which yield, in the nonlinear case, estimates for the maximum 
value of an eigenfunction in terms of its eigenvalue. 
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An example of Theorem 1 is the following: suppose that f=f(u), 
f(0) = 0, and f’(u) > 0 for all U. Let P= (PI(x),..., P,(x)) be a continuous 
function for x E a with Pi(xl,..., x,) a C’ function of xi in a. Denote by 
A -’ the inverse of the matrix A = ((Q)). Then the spectrum of (1.1) 
satisfies the inequality 
Aainf[div P-f'(u)PA-'PT] (1.3) 
where the inlimum is taken for all xe0 and all smooth functions U. An 
illustration of (1.3) is given by the quasi-linear equation 
(1.4) 
where r is any positive constant. In this case (1.3) yields 
A>inf i api-f'(u) i Pf 
[ i=* axi i= 1 1 
Now if f ‘(u) is bounded above, it follows by choosing P conveniently that 
the spectrum of (1.4) is bounded away from zero; on the other hand, if f ’ is 
not bounded from above, there are cases where the spectrum has zero as a 
limit point. 
In Section 3, we extend the results for a single equation to elliptic 
systems of the form 
Ea[u"]+~fa(x,z4)=0 in Q, a = 1, 2,..., m (1.5) 
24 = (241, d,..., urn) = 0 on asz 
where 
E=[z.P]= i -AT qx, u,Vu) g , 
iJ=1 axj ( .) (1.6) 
Lower bounds for the linear problem corresponding to (1.1) have been 
obtained previously by Hersch [3] and Protter [8]. Eigenvalue estimates 
in the semilinar case by means of isoperimetric inequalities have been 
established by Bandle [l]. A technique developed by Payne and Stakgold 
[7] which uses the maximum principle and auxiliary functions has been 
exploited by Schaefer and Sperb [lo] and others to yield eigenvalue 
estimates. References to these works may be found in the book by Sperb 
[ll 1. Estimates for quasi-linear equations and systems by means of the 
Sobolev embedding theorem have been obtained by Cosner [2]. The linear 
case for systems was treated in [9]. 
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2. INEQUALITIES FOR A SINGLE EQUATION 
Let Q E R” be a bounded domain with a smooth boundary. We consider 
the elliptic equation 
n a 
Z-C i,j= 1 axj 
UJX, u, Vu) g, 
.) 
+ if(x, 24) = 0 in Q (2.la) 
with the boundary condition 
u=o on aa (2.lb) 
where 1 E [w’ and the coeffkients Us are in class C’(Q). Furthermore, we 
suppose that aii= uji, i,j= 1, 2 ,..., n, and that (2.la) is uniformly elliptic, 
i.e., there are constants c1 > c0 > 0 such that 
(2.2) 
for all t E BY, x E Q, UE R’, Vu E R”. We will denote the matrix ((a,)) by A 
and its inverse by A - ‘. 
Suppose that g(x, u), h(x, u) = (h,(x, u), h,(x, U) ,..., h,(x, u)) are C’ 
functions for x E D, u E R with g(x, 0) = 0, hi(x, 0) = 0, i = 1, 2 ,..., n. We use 
the notation G(x) = g(x, u(x)), H(x) = h(x, u(x)) for a specific function 
u: Q -+ IR’. For functions u which vanish on 82, the divergence theorem 
states that 
s div Hs (hi,y,+hjuU,,)=O. R (2.3) 
For a solution of (2.la), (2.lb), we may multiply (2.la) by g and then 
integrate by parts to obtain 
Combining (2.3) and (2.4) we find 
i gUaqu,py+ jJ 
> 
u,!+ f h,, - llfg (2.5) 
i,j= 1 i= I i=l 
The following theorem shows how (2.5) may be used to relate 1 and u. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that u ~0 is a solution of (2.1) and that g and 
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h = (h, ,..., h,) are C’ functions on 12 x IF! with g(x, 0) =O, hi(x, 0) =O, 
i = 1, 2,..., n, for x E X2. Suppose also that 
gu(x, u(x)) ’ 0 for xE!Z 
and that 
4,; ,c hi,,, +[t agg++hi,,], i=LZ...,n 
I 1 J 1 
are bounded for x E a. Then 
(2.6) 
where B = (B, , B, ,..., B,) and Bi = ( 1/2f ) [CT= r aii g, + h iU]. Moreover, zf 
g/f > 0 for x E D, then 
s .$ h,,-$ (BA-~B~]}. 
J 1 ” 
(2.7) 
ProojI Taking into account the definition of B, we write (2.5) in the 
form 
guaiiUx,ux, + 2 2 Biuxlf + 
i= 1 
[$ t hj+-$]f 2}=0. (2.8) 
J 1 
We observe that (2.8) is a quadratic form inf, u,,,..., uXn which is generated 
by the (n+l)x(n+l)matrix 
I. (2.9) 
Since g, > 0 and A is positive definite, it follows (see Kusano and Yosida 
[4]) that A4 is positive definite provided that 
+ ,c h,-$-$ BA-‘BT>O. 
J 1 ” 
(2.10) 
However, then condition (2.10) contradicts (2.8) unless Vu=0 in which 
case u ~0. Thus (2.10) must fail for some XEQ. Since (2.10) fails, the 
inequality (2.6) must hold or, under the added hypothesis g/f > 0, 
inequality (2.7) must hold. 
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Remarks. 1. From the proof it is clear that the smoothness condition 
on h can be weakened. It is merely necessary that each hi be continuous in 
x and that it be C’ only in the variable xi. This fact is useful in the con- 
struction of functions g, h which satisfy (2.7). For many domains, especially 
polyhedra, it is usually easy to piece together functions which are con- 
tinuous everywhere, but more difficult to generate large classes of functions 
which are C’ in all variables. 
2. Suppose that gU(x, u(x)) > 0 for XEQ but gU(x, 0) = 0. Such a 
situation occurs if, for example, u > 0 in 52 and g(x, U) = up, p > 0. Suppose 
that (g,) - ’ BA - ‘Br is bounded in 0. Then it is still possible to conclude 
the result of Theorem 1. To see this suppose (2.10) holds throughout Q and 
in the limit as x -+ %2. If Vu & 0 in ,52, then there is a domain Q, in Q with 
$&, c Sz such that Vu & 0 in Q,. We construct an expanding sequence of 
domains {a,} tending to 52. Let W= W(x) denote the integrand in (2.8). 
Since (2.10) holds throughout S2, (2.8) yields 
o=J-* W=!@l* j*, W>IQ, w>o 
which is a contradiction. Thus we must have Vu = 0 in s2 if (2.10) and the 
remaining hypotheses of Theorem 1 hold. But this is impossible since ZJ & 0 
in a. Hence (2.6), (2.7) hold. 
3. Inequalities (2.6) and (2.7) are exceptionally general, and their utility 
occurs in appropriate selections of functions g and h which yield specific 
inequalities for the spectrum. We provide three examples. 
EXAMPLE 1. Suppose that f(x, U) =f(u) is a C’ function with f(0) = 0, 
f’(u) > 0; let g(x, u) =f(u) and h(x, u) = P(x)[f(u)12, where P(x) = 
(Pi(x),..., P,(x)) is a continuous function with Pin C’(x,) for xieSZ. Then 
we obtain for A the inequality 
Aa inf [divP-f’(u) PAplPT]. 
xL5Q 
(2.11) 
Inequality (2.11) is an extension of the corresponding result for the linear 
case (see [S]). The inequality in (2.11) is sharp in the sense that an 
appropriate choice of P yields equality. To see this, suppose u is the first 
eigenfunction for (2.1) and A., the corresponding eigenvalue. We select 
pi= - i uij j!yj-(u). 
( j=l J 
Then substitution of P into (2.11) yields I, for the right side. Thus there 
exist smooth functions P for which the lower bound given by (2.11) is 
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arbitrarily close to the correct value. We note that no boundary conditions 
are imposed in the selection of P. To this end we show how concrete lower 
bounds for the spectrum can be obtained for arbitrary quasilinear 
operators, so long as’ Q is bounded and f satisfies the hypotheses of Exam- 
ple 1. 
Let fi be contained in the hypercube 
i XXER”, [Xi1 2, i=l,2 )...) n 27 I 
for some sufficiently small constant y > 0. Let 6 >O be a constant and 
define P,(x) = 6 tan yxi. With f. = sup,,, f ‘[u(x)] we have from (2.11) 
I > inf 6y 
XER [ 
i set* YXi - 
i= 1 ( ) 
5 igl tan* 1x;] 
>z![n*y+(dy-2) i, tall*yXi]. 
Now choosing 6 = coy/f,, we obtain the lower bound 
A>nc,y*/f,. (2.12) 
If an upper bound for f'(u) can be obtained which is independent of U, 
then (2.12) gives a specific lower bound for 1,. On the other hand, whether 
or not f ‘(u) is bounded from above, (2.7) may be used to yield bounds on 
the maximum norm of u when the eigenvalue 1 is specified. To see this, 
suppose f (u) = up, p > 1, and u is a positive solution in 52. If A is the iden- 
tity, it has been shown by Levinson [S] that such a solution exists for all 
A> 0. We may apply (2.12) with 
fo = sup pup- l. 
XEB 
Then (2.12) yields 
(2.13) 
Estimates. related to (2.13) have been given by Schaefer and Sperb [lo] 
and Cosner [2]. The estimates in [lo] are applied only in the case IZ = 2 
and f(u) = up. We observe that (2.13) is valid for general f(u) provided 
0 <f ‘(u j <pup- ‘, p > 1. The estimates in [2] allow more general forms for 
f(u) and do not require f’(u) > 0; however, they do require that 1 f (u)l < 
m, lulp for all u and that 0 <p < (n + 2)/n - 2),for n > 2. Inequality (2.12), 
505/56/2-F 
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on the other hand, can provide bounds on sup,..o u for quite general non- 
linearities in f: For example, the case f(u) = u + u3, which is not covered in 
[2] because of the differing growth rates at 0 and co is not covered in [lo] 
because of the dihiculty in computing various constants required in the 
estimates, is easily treated in the manner of (2.12), (2.13). It should be 
noted that [2, lo] give upper bounds for u when f(u) = up, 0 <p < 1. The 
choice g(x, U) = up is not allowed in Theorem 1 when 0 <p < 1 since f’(O) 
does not exist. 
EXAMPLE 2. Suppose f(x, U) E C’(fi x R) with f,(x, U) > 0 for x E a, 
f(x, 0) = 0 for x E 6X2 and (aflax,)/f, i = 1,2,..., n, is uniformly bounded. For 
simplicity let A = I. We choose g = f and h = P(x) f2(x, u). Then the 
hypotheses of Theorem 1 hold and (2.7) yields 
Ia inf divP- 
xeR 
An application of Cauchy’s inequality gives 
-2; divp-2f ‘s, i=, x, 
[ 
J- i f' -2fu f P’ . 
i=l 1 (2.14) 
Again assuming that Q is contained in a hypercube of side rc/y, we choose 
Pi = 6 tan yxi. We define 
Then (2.14) implies that 
A > 122 
i 
n 6y + (6~ - 2S2f0) f tan2(yxi) -fl}. 
i= 1 
Selecting the constant 6 = y/2f,, we find 
ny -- -2fo fi. 
Inequality (2.15) gives bounds on either I or u in a manner similar to those 
obtained in Example 1. 
EXAMPLE 3. In Examples 1 and 2, we assumed that f, > 0. Then the 
choice of g = f gives bounds that are fairly precise and sometimes harp. 
These include the case where the 0th order term is linear. If fU is not 
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positive everywhere, it is still possible to use Theorem 1 for estimating the 
location of the spectrum. Iff(x, U) =f(u) and if there are constants k,,, k, 
such that 
then in Theorem 1 we may select g = U, hi = P,(x) u*. The resulting bound is 
A> inf divP-L fco IPI2 . xea 1 
Once again, the simple choice Pi = yc, tan yxi yields 
A> nk, y2co. 
The alternate choice 
hi=[z tan,xi] [f(u)]* 
where f. = supXEn f,[u(x)] gives the estimate 
Theorem 1, which imposes a number of conditions on f(x, u), is 
nevertheless quite general in its applicability, as the above examples show. 
For the case where f is a function of u alone and f (0) = 0, we now develop 
a second technique for estimating the spectrum from below, one which 
imposes fewer conditions on f than does Theorem 1. 
If u is a solution of (2.1), we may multiply (2.la) by u and integrate over 
52 to obtain, after integrating by parts, 
I[, 
~ ;E, aijuX~uXj~~Uf(u,l=o~ 
(2.16) 
If P= (PI,..., P,), Q = (Q,,..., Qn, are C’ functions on B then, since u = 0 
on &S, 
f D V.Qu*=f R [dive+2 i Q,w,,]=o i= 1 
and, since f(0) = 0 by hypothesis, 
1 V.P[f(u)]2=JQ{[f(u)]2 divP+2f(u)f’(u) i PiUx,}=O. (2.18) 
R i=l 
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Adding (2.17), (2.18) and (2.16), we find 
!‘[ s2 f apx,ux,+ 2u f Qi”x, + 2fs’ i pi”,, ij = 1 i= 1 i=l 
+u2divQ+f2div P-lfu =O. 1 (2.19) 
The integrand in (2.19) is a quadratic form in Vu, u, and f with the 
associated symmetric (n + 2) x (n + 2) matrix 
fi= (f;p :; cjj). 
The matrix n is positive definite if and only if all its principal minors are 
positive definite. Equivalently, fi is positive definite if the matrix 
D= dive-QklQr 
( 
-(@+QA-‘PTf’) 
-(&l+QAplPTf’) divP-PAp1P*(f’)2 ) 
is positive definite (see [4]). Suppose we select P and Q so that 
dive-Qk’Q’>O in Sz 
divP-PA-‘PT(f’)*>O in Sz. 
(2.21) 
Then D is positive definite if and only if det D > 0. However, then fi is 
positive definite which implies that (2.16) cannot hold. Thus for some 
~~52, it follows det D ~0, or 
$A’+ Af ‘(PA - ‘Q’) 
+[(PA~1QT)2(f’)2-(divQ-QA-1QT)(divP-f’PA-1PT)]~0. 
(2.22) 
The left side of (2.22) is a quadratic in i with a positive discriminant. 
Denoting its roots by rl and r2, rl c r2, we see that (2.22) states that either 
L G rl or 13 r2. A computation of rl and r2 leads to the following result. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that u satisfies (2.1) and that f (x, u) = f (u) with 
f (0) = 0. If P and Q satisfy (2.21) then either 
IZ~2~~[(divQ-QA-1QT)‘i2(divP-PA-1P~(f’)2)1’2-f’PA-1QT] 
(2.23) 
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1~2sup[-f’PA~1Q~-(divQ-QA~‘Q’)“2(divP-PA-1PT(f’)2)‘~2]. 
XER 
(2.24) 
Remarks. 1. Since no sign or growth conditions are imposed on for 
f ‘, it is clear that negative eigenvalues are possible in this case. Thus 
Theorem 2 states that there is some interval in R that is free of the spec- 
trum. 
2. It is important to show that there exist vectors P and Q which yield 
specific upper and lower bounds for A. This can be done for any quasi- 
linear operator in an arbitrary bounded domain with smooth boundary. To 
see this, we suppose that 52 is in the hypercube of side n/y and we choose 
Pi = Q tan(yxi/2), Qj = z tan(yxJ2), where C, r are positive constants. Then 
[PiI < 0, lQil <z in Sz, i= 1, 2 ,..., n. Furthermore, 
divQ-QA’eT$inry+ 
We choose r so that Ocr <yc0/2; then the first inequality in (2.21) holds. 
Similarly, if 0 < 0 < yc,/2f i, then the second inequality in (2.21) holds. 
Moreover, 
div Q-QA-‘Q’~$zry 
divP-(f’)*PA-‘PT>$noy. 
Since PA-‘QTf < (azfo/co) XI= 1 tan2(yxi/2) d nazf,/c,, the inequality 
(2.23) yields 
i 2 2[(nry/2)“2 (nay/2)“* - nozf&J 
2 n[y(az)“* - 2azfJcJ. 
The best value of cry is y2cz/16f g and then we choose a = yc,/4f & z = yc,,/4. 
The resulting estimate is 
Y 3ny2co/8fo. 
Estimating the right side of (2.24) in an analogous manner, we find 
14 2 ny2co/8fo. (2.25) 
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Since no growth, sign, or monotonicity conditions are assumed on f, the 
bound (2.25) is applicable in cases where those of [2] and [lo] cannot be 
used. We also note that the geometry of 52 is not employed in any way. If 
something is known about the shape of 52, then sharper estimates are easily 
obtainable by making more complicated choices for the vectors P and Q. 
3. INEQUALITIES FOR QUASI-LINEAR SYSTEMS 
We consider a system of the form 
i,~~~(u~(x,u,Vu)~)+Af”(u)=O, x=1,2 ,..., m (3.1) 
in a bounded domain 0 with smooth boundary. The coefficients a; satisfy 
the conditions of Section 2, i.e., each matrix A” = ((Q)), a = 1, 2 ,..., m, is a 
symmetric positive definite matrix corresponding to the quadratic form 
(2.2). The vector u = (u’, U* ,..., urn) from 52 to R” satisfies the boundary con- 
dition 
u=o on ai2. (3.2) 
The function f = (f I,..., f “) from R” to R” is smooth and satisfies 
f “(0) = 0 for all a. We shall employ the notation f > = af ‘/ad. 
Since the computations for systems are more complicated than those for 
a single equation, we do not treat the most general quasi-linear system 
corresponding to (2.1). For example, the case f a = f a(x, u), a = 1,2 ,..., m, 
could be handled by the methods we describe without any additional con- 
ceptual difficulty. 
We multiply (3.1) by f OL, integrate over Sz and use the divergence 
theorem and (3.2) to obtain 
U R i 2 a;f>u;,u~,-l(f”)*]=O, a=l,2 ,..., m (3.3) i,j=l fl=l 
valid for a solution to (3.1), (3.2). 
Let P” = (P; ,..., P;), a = 1, 2 ,..., m, be C’ functions in 52. Then the 
divergence theorem yields 
J 
R 
V*P”(f Y’=JD [( divP”)(f”)*+2 i f P;f$f”ut,]=O, 
i=l fl=l 
a = 1, 2 ,..., m. (3.4) 
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We add (3.3) and (3.4) and sum on a to get 
(3.5) 
The integrand in (3.5) is a quadratic form in UC,, f ‘. The associated sym- 
metric matrix is 
M= 
where F is the symmetric matrix 
C is the matrix 
( 
P’j-, .‘. P’f ,‘m 
cc ; 
P”fT; ... P”fT”, 1 
and D is the diagonal matrix 
divP’-A. 0 . . . 0 
We first examine conditions under which F corresponds to a positive 
definite form. If for some constant F, > 0, the inequality 
(3.6) 
holds for all x, u, q, then F is uniformly positive definite. Thus (3.6) is 
positive definite if, in addition to the uniform ellipticity of the operator 
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(3.1), the first derivatives off satisfy a rather complicated condition. To 
analyze this condition, we suppose there is a constant F, such that 
for all x, U, r. Since the matrices A” are positive definite, we know there 
exist matrices E” = ((e;)) such that Aa = E”E”. This fact, together with 
(3.6), (3.7), may be used to get explicit lower bounds. For example, if 
A” = A - (aY) for all LX, then we have 
where co is the ellipticity constant of A. Thus, if A” = A and (3.7) holds, the 
matrix F is positive definite. 
Assume now that (3.6) holds. The matrix M is positive definite whenever 
is positive definite (see [4]). The quadratic form corresponding to d is 
VTDV= VTDV- VTCF-‘CTV 
where V is an arbitrary m-vector. Hence 
(3.8) 
We set 
r;,= sup If>WL 
aAx E Q 
(3.9) 
Then by (3.6), the (tl, p) entry in CF-‘CT satisfies (in obvious notation) 
I(CF- ‘CT)(cqBjI G 2 lP”I Pl 
1 
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so that 
Combining (3.8) and (3.10), we see that D and hence M is positive definite 
if there is a ,a > 0 such that 
f divP”IV”l*- t IPal IPal+A IV12~plI~2. 1 (3.11) a=1 a.b = 1 
Hence if u is a nontrivial solution of (3.1), (3.2), the quantity 1 must satisfy 
div Pa-g f lP”l IPBJ 1 . 1 a,B= 1 (3.12) 
We have just established the following result. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose that u is a solution of (3.1), (3.2) and that the 
uniform ellipticity condition (3.6) holds. Let P” = (PT ,..., Pi), ct = 1, 2 ,..., m, be 
C’functions in 52 and suppose F,, F2 are the constants in (3.6), (3.9), respec- 
tively. Then I satisfies (3.12). 
Remarks. 1. As stated earlier, the smoothness hypotheses on P may 
be relaxed. It is sufficient that Pa be C(o) and that each Pg be C’ as a 
function of xi. 
2. A simpler form of (3.12) is obtainable by setting P’ = P2 = -a. = 
P” = P. Then we find 
I> inf divP- 
XER 
3. It is important to know that P” can be formed so that effective, 
positive lower bounds can be obtained for I. As before, if 52 is enclosed in a 
hypercube of side rc/2y, then we may choose Pg = 6 tan rrxi/y, i = l,..., n, 
a = l,..., m, and set 6 = yF1 fm2fi. Then we obtain the estimate 
nFl y2 /lb-. 
m2P2 
Clearly improved lower bounds may be obtained by choosing P; which 
vary with and i. 
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4. The estimates (3.12), (3.13) can be used to obtain estimates for the 
norm of u when the eigenvalue L is known (or an estimate from above is 
available). To use (3.12) or (3.13) effectively, estimates for the Jabcobian of 
f = (f ‘,..., f”‘) are needed. If, for example, A” = A for all LX and (3.7) holds, 
we may replace F, by coFo. We then get the estimate 
~~>ncoFoy2/m2F$. (3.15) 
In some cases (3.14) may be used to get a relation between L and the norm 
of u. We give an example. Suppose u and u (we change notation from ul, 
u’) satisfy 
du+1(2u+u+u3)=0 
‘4u + A(u + 2u + 03) = 0 
in Sz with u = v = 0 on &2. We define 
uo = sup U, uo = sup u. 
xcR xeR 
Since A”=d, a= 1,2, we have co= 1 and F,= 1. Also 
F, = 2 + 3 max(u& 0;). 
Hence (3.15) yields 
ny2 
4(2 + 3 max(u& u;)) 
or 
m41uol, Ivol) 2 
5. Estimates for linear systems were obtained in [9] and several of the 
examples there are extendable by Theorem 3 to semilinear systems, 
provided the Jacobian of (f$) can be estimated. Moreover, considerations 
there of the generalized spectrum, i.e., systems in which 1 is a vector with 
each equation in the system having one component of 1 as a spectral 
parameter, may be extended by the above methods to quasi-linear 
operators. Other estimates relating the spectrum to the norm of the 
solution for nonlinear systems may be found in [a]. However, the details 
of the methods and the resulting inequalities of [2] are substantially dif- 
ferent from those of Theorem 3. 
We now show how estimates for the spectrum may be obtained without 
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imposing the conditions on f ; given in Theorem 3. That is, we wish to 
eliminate condition (3.7). 
Suppose u is a solution of (3.1), (3.2). We multiply (3.1) by u’, integrate 
over 52, and obtain 
a= 1,2 ,..., m. (3.16) 
For P" = (PT ,..., P;) E C’(a), a = 1, 2 ,..., m, we find, as before 
/ 
n 
V-Pa(fa)'=/ 
R 
[ (div ~")(f")~+2 f f PY;~~uc]=o, 
i=l /?=l 
a= 1,2 ,..., m. (3.17) 
If Qa = (Q;,..., Q:, is a second set of vectors which are C’(O) for 
a = 1, 2 ,..., m, then 
jQ V. Q”(uY2 = ia [ (div Qa)(ua)’ + 2 i 
i= 1 
Q;U~U;,] = 0, 
a = 1, 2 ,..., m. (3.18) 
Adding (3.16), (3.17), (3.18) and summing over a, we get 
+2 f f PyfpDf"ut,+ f (divQ”)(u”)2 
a$= 1 i= 1 a=1 
-2 a!l uafa+ f (div P')(f")' 
a=1 
(3.19) 
The integrand in (3.19) is a quadratic form in u;,, u’, fa and the 
corresponding (mn + 2m) x (mn + 2m) matrix is 
where E is the mn x mn matrix 
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G is the 2m x mn matrix 
G= 
with 
The 2m x 2m matrix H is given by 
with 
Q,= 
i 
The matrix & is positive definite whenever 
t7=H-GE-‘GT 
. 
is positive definite. We write 
where K is the m x m matrix 
0 0 . . . . . . 0 
K= 
Q’(A’!-; 1 Q" . . . . . . 
0 . . . . . . . . . . . . .':::: . Q"(A"j-' QmT 
L is the m x m matrix with the (a, B) entry given by L’“,B’ = P*(A*)- 
QPTf' ,B and N is the m x m matrix with entries N”*8’= CF= r P"(A") ~ ' 
PpTf ;? f P,. Thus we find that the upper left corner of R is a diagonal matrix 
with diagonal entries 
div QU - Q’(A”) ~ ’ QMT, (3.20) 
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Hence a necessary condition that j!i be positive definite is that (3.20) be 
positive for all x E D and c1= 1, 2,..., m. To obtain a sufficient condition that 
I7 be positive definite we require a selection of P’ and Q’ so that all the 
diagonal terms in R are dominant. We now show that such a selection is 
always feasible. We set Qa = 6R, P” = q 6R, CL = 1, 2 ,..., m, where 6, q are 
positive constants. Then the positivity condition of (3.20) becomes 
div R-R(A’)-’ RT>O, u = 1, 2 ,..., m. (3.21) 
Taking the ellipticity condition into account, we get from (3.21) 
div R-i lR(*>O. 
The diagonal entries in the lower right corner of A have the entries 
div P”- f P”(AY)-’ PaTf F,f 5 
y=l 
=@divR-11*6~ f R(A”)-‘RTfPyfpy 
where 
fi= sup ~Vuf”(u(x))12<m~. 
ol,XER 
The off-diagonal terms of N are bounded above by 
(3.23) 
the entries in L (and LT) are bounded above by 
Let ZI = (Z: ,..., Z;l), 1= 1,2, be two m-vectors and define Z to be the 2m- 
vector (Z,, Z,). Then the quadratic form associated with B satisfies the 
inequality 
ZRZT 2 6div R-i d2 jRIZ lZ,12 
[ 1 
+ [$div R-(q2d2 $) IRI’] lZ,l* 
505/56/2-9 
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Or=1 
(3.25) 
Assume that Sz is contained in a hypercube of side 7r/2y. Then further 
restricting the choices of P”, Qa, we select Ri = tan yxi. Then for any k > 0 
and E = yfk, we have 
sdiv R-s*k IR(*=nsy+(e~--e’k) 2 tan2yxi 
i=l 
b ny2/k. (3.26) 
Moreover, in (3.25) we choose 6 =yc,/(m2 + 1) and r] = 
(m2 + l)/[(m(m - 1) + 1) F: + m*e]. Then (3.25) yields 
ZIIZ’> { [ny2c0/(m2+ l)] -$ Ikl} lZ,l* 
+{[n~2c,/[(m(m-l)+1)~+m2~]-~~~~} lZ,12. 
Thus the assertion that B cannot be positive definite for all x E 52 implies 
that 
IAI > 2ny2c0/max((m2 + l), (m(m - 1) + 1) F: + m2G}. (3.27) 
The above discussion illustrates how the extension of Theorem 2 to elliptic 
systems can be developed. The main point is the determination of the most 
general conditions under which R is a positive definite matrix. One set of 
conditions is given in the next result. 
THEOREM 4. Suppose that u is a solution of (3.1) and (3.2) in a bounded 
domain Sz. Suppose that for u = 1,2,..., m, the C’(a) vectors QU, P” are 
chosen so that Qa = 6R, Pa = q 6R, where Ri = tan yxi, i= 1,2 ,..., n, 
n= (m2+ l)/[(m(m- l)+ l)e+m*q], 6=yc,/(m2+ 1); the constants F, 
and FJ are given by (3.9) and (3.23) respectively. Then the spectrum of (3.1), 
(3.2) lies outside the interval given by (3.27). 
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Remarks. 1. Clearly, estimates more general than (3.27) are 
obtainable by more sophisticated choices for P”, Qa. However, in practical 
cases the complexity of the analysis may always require certain sim- 
plifications. 
2. We note that Theorem 4 avoids the condition on the Jacobian of 
(fyP) required in Theorem 3, just as Theorem 2 avoided the condition on 
the sign of f’(u) needed in Theorem 1. 
3. A usable bound for 111 can always be obtained if F2 and F3 are com- 
putable. However, a relationship between the norm of ZJ and the spectrum 
of the operator, similar to the case of a single equation, is not easily found 
except in special cases. 
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